The affiliation profiles in Scopus are fundamental for major global university rankings such as Times Higher Education (THE) and QS who depend on the profiles to configure and calculate universities' ranking scores. To ensure that these profiles are accurate, Scopus has consequently made tools available which allow Scopus users to access author and affiliation information and make corrections. Considering the critical role of rankings in enhancing the reputation and visibility of universities, Moroccan institutions are encouraged to take ownership of their author and affiliation information in Scopus.

We are therefore delighted to invite you to join us for a Webinar on Scopus profiles.

**Program**
- Welcome
  - Zahira Guerinik (Elsevier Account Manager, North Africa)
- Introduction
  - Hicham Boutracheh (Head of Scientific and Technological Watch Service @ IMIST-CNRS)
- Scopus affiliation profiles in Rankings and relevant correction processes
  - Lucia Schoombee (Elsevier Senior Customer Consultant, Africa)
- Discussion
  - Nadine Iskander (Elsevier Customer Consultant, North Africa)
- Conclusion
  - Zahira Guerinik
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